Caoshan Benji, Dongshan Liangjia and Huihong Kuanfan
Chan Master Dongshan Liangjia was ordained at the age of twenty. He first practiced Chan with Chan Master Nanquan 
The ). Of these, the most important work is The Samādhi Song of the Jeweled Mirror, which consists of twenty-three verses. Of these verses, the key verse that has almost single-handedly influenced Caodong Chan Buddhism is the verse which reads as follows:
The repeated Li trigram forms six lines; delusion and reality are mutually interchanged. Pile them again to form three patterns; when the transformations are completed, there are five patterns. It is like the flavor of schisandra; and it resembles the vajra-mallet in its durability. The two principle terminologies of the Five Stages are reality (zheng) and delusion (pian). Based on Zongmi's Chan diagram concepts of "one mind" and "two aspects," represented by circle •, Chan Master Caodong used "reality" (zheng) to refer to sentient beings' minds in terms of absolute, which in the terminology of Chinese Buddhist philosophy is "true emptiness" (zhenkong). Delusion (pian), represented by circle ○, indicates sentient beings' minds in terms of phenomena, which is grounded on the tathāgatagarbha. Hence, in Delusion (pian) the absolute enters into appearances. It completely penetrates the phenomenal world, becomes the all and all things. This is what in Chinese Buddhist philosophical terminology is called "marvelous existence" (miaoyou).
The fundamental concept of the Five Stages is the oneness of the absolute and the relative-phenomenal. These interrelationships are expressed by means of the uniting middle (zhong). The Five Stages then develop as follows: 1) Delusion within Reality (zhengzhong pian): according to The Awakening of Faith, "the mind in terms of the absolute is the one world of reality (dharmadhātu) and the essence of all phases of existence in their totality", all of reality (zheng) merges with Delusion (pian). Ruth Fuller Sasaki believed that in this stage the knower separated himself from Reality (zheng), from "The Principle" (li), and gave himself over entirely to the phenomenal existence (shi). The movement is from Reality to Delusion. This stage is represented as diagram and it indicates that the mundane world is seen as empty -ultimate truth as real.
2) Reality within Delusion (Pianzhong zheng): this stage indicates the movement from Delusion to Reality. It has often been interpreted as the stage of abandoning phenomena and entering Principle (sheshi ruli). Represented by circle , this stage shows that the mundane world is seen as real, nirvāna seen stubbornly as empty only.
3) Coming from Reality (zhengzhong lai): although the Chan practitioner is free from delusional thoughts and realizes emptiness, he does not remain in the mind state of emptiness, and returns to the mundane world to save sentient beings. This is represented by the Chan diagram , which suggests that absolute reality seen in phenomenal emptiness -nirvāna is in samsāra.
4) Approaching from Delusion (Pianzhong zhi): with an empty mind the practitioner has come back to the secular world. He makes good use of "marvelous existence upon true emptiness" (zhengkong miaoyou); this is what is called giving without giving, without relying on sound, scent, taste touch or thought, as described in the Vajraprajnparamita Sutra, or what is called no-thought, non-form and non-abiding that has been interpreted by Huineng in The Platform Sutra. This stage is represented as Chan diagram ○, which illustrates that phenomenal particulars seen imbedded in universal reality -samsāra is in nirvāna.
5) Arriving Amid Both (Jianzhong dao): in this stage, form (rupa) is emptiness (sunyatā) and the very emptiness is form; emptiness does not differ from form, form does not differ from emptiness; whatever is form, is emptiness, whatever is emptiness, is form. As is described in the Prajnaparamitahrdaya Sutra (Heart Sutra) 
Conclusion
In conclusion, the Li hexagram is the primary hexagram of Jeweled Mirror Samādhi. According to Jeweled Mirror Samādhi, the term "Li" literally means "departure from", "freedom from", "liberation from" etc. The situation described by the Li hexagram is characterized by a source of mind, enlightenment, emptiness, no-thought and brightness. In using Chan Buddhism's hermeneutical diagrams, yin and yang lines, trigrams and hexagrams of The Book of Changes to interpret Chan Buddhist philosophy, Chan masters Caoshan Benji, Dongshan Liangjia and Huihong Kuanfan formed their different versions and styles of the concept of "realizing the mind and seeing self-nature". It exerted a growing influence upon Song dynasty's Book of Changes and Neo-Confucianism under the Song dynasty's historical and philosophical background of Song Chan Buddhism becoming a reinvented School, with literati culture introducing Chan Buddhism.
